Deviations from ionization equilibrium caused by diffusion in the near-cathode region of an atmospheric-pressure argon arc discharge are studied. The model comprises the continuity and transport equations for electrons, atoms, and singly-, doubly-and triply-charged ions. A numerical solution of these equations is obtained in a wide range of electron temperatures in the layer. Distributions of densities of the species across the layer and the ion currents to the cathode are presented. It is shown that in the whole range of the electron temperatures the major contribution to the total ion current to the cathode is due to singly-charged ions. A comparison is presented of the obtained numerical results with those given by a model with only singly-charged ions.
Introduction
An adequate design of the cathode is of crucial importance for technical applications of high-pressure arc discharges. One of the most important parameters governing the operation of a cathode is the ion current arriving at the cathode surface from the near-cathode plasma. Its value determines the heat regime of the cathode and the electric field at the cathode surface, which in turn affect the emission current density etc.
In the available models of the near-cathode phenomena in arc discharges, the ion current to the cathode surface is calculated by taking account of only singly-charged ions [1] [2] [3] [4] , an exception being [5] in which multiply-charged ions are accounted for in an approximate way. However, recent measurements of the electron temperature in the near-cathode region of high-current, atmospheric-pressure argon arcs gave values up to 29 kK (see the compilation in [6] ) and up to 40 kK [7] . Values in excess of 40 kK have been calculated in the theoretical work [5] . Doubly-and, even, triply-charged ions are effectively formed at these temperatures.
The present work is concerned with a numerical simulation of the layer of non-equilibrium ionization in an atmospheric-pressure argon arc, taking into account multiply-charged ions; with the aim, in particular, to study the effect of the formation of multiply-charged ions on the ion current at the surface. The equations and boundary conditions are given in section 2. The kinetic and transport coefficients for an argon plasma are discussed in section 3. In section 4, the method of numerical solution is described.
Results obtained for distributions of species inside the layer and for the ion current to the cathode surface are discussed in section 5.
The model
The layer of non-equilibrium ionization is a part of the nearcathode region adjacent to the space charge sheath, where the plasma is quasi-neutral and the rate of production of charged particles and the rate of their loss are unequal, due to diffusion of the charged particles to the cathode surface. The electron and heavy-particle temperatures T e and T h are assumed to be constant across the layer; this assumption is justified below. The plasma pressure variations and the convective transport of species are neglected. Since the thickness of the layer is small in comparison with typical values of the radius of cathode spots (e.g. [5] ), variation of the plasma parameters in the transversal directions may be neglected in comparison with variation in the normal direction. The plasma comprises atoms (Ar), ions (Ar + , Ar 2+ , Ar 3+ ) and electrons; these are the dominating species for T e not exceeding 50 kK.
The system of equations describing the layer of nonequilibrium ionization includes conservation and transport equations for the plasma species. Equations of conservation of species are written as
Here the x-axis is directed from the cathode surface into the plasma, n α and v α are the number densities and velocities of Transport equations that take into account the multicomponent diffusion, resolved with respect to diffusion forces (Stefan-Maxwell equations), for the case of constant temperatures and pressure may be written as [8] 
where
Here α, β = 0, 1, 2, 3, e; n = β n β is the total number density of the mixture; D αβ are the binary diffusion coefficients calculated in the first approximation of the Chapman-Enskog method; m αβ are the reduced masses; Q (1, 1) αβ are the energy-averaged transport cross sections; and coefficients C αβ introduce corrections to account for approximations of higher orders.
The system includes also the condition of quasineutrality
Summing up (1) over α = 0, 1, 2, 3, one arrives at the equation of conservation of the gas nuclei. Multiplying (1) by eZ α and summing up over α = 1, 2, 3, e, one gets the equation of continuity of the electric current. Integration of these equations gives
Here j is the density of the electric current (a given quantity), the integration constant on the right-hand side of the first equation is set equal to zero since the argon nuclei do not accumulate at the cathode surface. A first integral of (2), which may be obtained by summing up the equations over all species and integrating, is given by the condition of constancy of total pressure:
where p is the total pressure of the plasma (a given quantity). Boundary conditions for the densities of species on the cathode side are applied to the interface between the layer of non-equilibrium ionization and the space charge sheath. Assuming that the cathode surface absorbs all ions and electrons coming from the plasma, one can set the densities of charged species at this interface equal to zero (see the discussion in appendix B of [9] ). The boundary conditions on the plasma side of the layer of non-equilibrium ionization, far from the cathode, corresponds to the ionization equilibrium.
Kinetic and transport coefficients
One should identify dominating reactions under the conditions considered in order to write down expressions for the source terms ω α in (1) . These are the ionization and recombination processes. In the electron temperature range considered, these processes are successive: the Ar + ions are formed due to ionization of the Ar atoms in collisions with electrons, the collisional ionization of the Ar + ions results in appearance of the Ar 2+ ions, etc. Note that charge exchange processes (e.g. Ar 2+ + Ar 2Ar + ) have been neglected, since in pure monatomic gases, with ions not too hot, the rate constants of (non-resonant) charge exchange are adiabatically small due to the high values of the Massey parameter corresponding to thermal ion velocities [10] .
According to the above, kinetic terms in continuity equations (1) have the form
Here k iα and k rα are the ionization and recombination rate constants (e.g. k i0 is the rate constant of reaction Ar + e → Ar + + 2e and k r0 is the rate constant of the respective reverse reaction).
If the rates of ionization and recombination are determined only by collisions of heavy particles with electrons (i.e. if the effect of radiation is not essential), which is the case at high electron densities, n e > 10 21 m −3 , the ionization and recombination rate constants k iα and k rα are related through the detailed balance equations
kT e (9) where
1 is the energy of the ground state of the particle of sort α measured from the ionization threshold (the ionization potential).
The ionization rate constant can be presented as the sum of two terms [11] k iα = k iα dir + k iα step (10) corresponding to processes of direct ionization of the particle of sort α from its ground state, and stepwise ionization occurring as a result of a set of transitions between excited states of the atom (ions) due to collisions with electrons. The recombination rate constant k rα is also given by the sum of two terms, k rα dir and k rα step , related with k iα dir and k iα step , respectively, through the detailed balance equations (9) . The rate constant of direct ionization is given by the integral of the ionization cross section with the electron energy distribution function (EEDF). The latter at high densities of electrons is close to Maxwellian (possible deviations of the EEDF from Maxwellian due to plasma non-uniformity are discussed below), and the integral can be approximately evaluated to give
kT e (11) where C α is the derivative of the ionization cross section with respect to the electron energy near the ionization threshold. For the calculation of the rate of stepwise ionization a result obtained in the framework of the modified diffusion approximation (MDA) [11] can be used:
2 is the energy of the first excited state of the particle of sort α measured from the ionization threshold and (z; a) is the incomplete γ -function. The first term on the righthand side of this equation describes the transition between the ground and the first excited states, the second term corresponds to the transition between the first excited state and continuum. Note that the latter transition is considered in the framework of the MDA as a stepwise process. The whole set of transitions between excited states is effectively taken into account in calculation of its rate constant (see details in [11] ).
The rate constant k iα 12 for α = 0 (corresponding to the excitation of neutral atoms) can be estimated as [11] 
kT e m 3 s −1 (13) where
is the excitation potential, Ry = 13.6 eV is the Rydberg constant. Information on the cross sections of excitation of ions is very scant. Estimate of the corresponding rate constants by means of the formula [12] derived in the Born approximation, gives values that agree numerically (at E (α) ≈ Ry and kT e / E (α) ∼ 0.1-0.3) with those given by (13) . Therefore, in the present model the same expression (13) is used for calculation of the excitation rate constants, both for atoms and ions.
The rate constant k iα 2∞ calculated in the framework of MDA reads [13] 
The data on parameters for argon atoms and ions were taken from [14] , the values of the constants C α in (11) were obtained with the use of ionization cross sections from [15] .
The ionization and recombination rate constants determined in such a way are depicted in figure 1. One can see that k i0 k i1 k i2 , which is a consequence of the increase of the ionization and excitation potentials, E (0) (2) . The hierarchy of the recombination rate constants is reversed, k r0 k r1 k r2 , which is a consequence of the dependence on the charge number and of the increase of the Ionization and recombination rate constants: 1, k i0 , k r0 ; 2, k i1 , k r1 ; and 3, k i2 , k r2 . Full curves, recombination rate constants; long-dashed curves, recombination rate constants in the Hinnov-Hirschberg approximation; and short-dashed curves, ionization rate constants.
difference between the ionization and excitation potentials, E (0)
2 . Also shown in figure 1 are values of the recombination rate constants calculated in the framework of the approach of Hinnov and Hirschberg [16] . Deviations of these values from those calculated in the framework of the present work for k r1 become essential at higher T e than for k r0 , and for k r2 at higher T e than for k r1 . Again, this is a consequence of the increase of the difference between the ionization and excitation potentials. Note that coefficient k r0 calculated in the framework of this work is in a good agreement [17] with other data available in the literature.
For the calculation of the binary diffusion coefficients D αβ in an argon plasma, the data on cross sections Ar-Ar [18] , e-Ar and Ar + -Ar [19] were used; the values of the cross sections Ar 2+ -Ar and Ar 3+ -Ar are governed by polarization interaction; a corresponding expression is presented for example in [20] . The cross sections e-e, e-Ar n+ , Ar n+ -Ar m+ (n, m = 1, 2, 3) were calculated by means of the formula based on the cut-off Coulomb potential (e.g. [21] ). The correction coefficients C (1) αβ for α, β = 1, 2, 3, e (for various pairs of charged particles) were taken from [8] . The values C (1) α0 for α = 1, 2, 3 (ion-atom) have been set equal to unity, because the frequencies of the respective collisions depend on the energy rather weakly. The correction coefficient C (1) e0 is 0.29 [22] (for T e 10 kK a contribution of the lowenergy region with the Ramsauer minimum to integrals of the energy-dependent cross section e-Ar is small and a dominant contribution is given by the high-energy region in which the cross section is close to a linear function).
Method of numerical solution
The system of conservation and transport equations is transformed in the following way. The continuity equations for atoms and electrons are replaced with equations (5). The condition of constancy of the total pressure (6) substitutes the transport equation for atoms.
The two equations at (5), jointly with the four remaining transport equations, (2), constitute a system of six equations for six unknowns: five fluxes and the electric field. The solution of this system for the ion fluxes is obtained in the form
Here M n is a three-row, five-column matrix and M ad is a three-row column matrix. Both these matrices depend on the densities of the species. Using the conditions of quasi-neutrality (4) and of pressure constancy (6), one can exclude the derivatives of n 0 and n e from the right-hand side of (15) and rewrite it as
Here M n is a 3 × 3 matrix. Substitution of expression (16) in continuity equations (1) for ions gives a system of three second-order differential equations. Excluding atom and electron densities from matrixes M n and M ad by means of equations (6) and (4), one finally arrives at a system of three coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations for the ion densities n 1 , n 2 and n 3 .
This system is solved numerically by iterations. On each iteration, the linearized equations are solved. The linearization was performed as follows: the matrices M n and M ad are calculated using the densities from the last iteration, the production terms ω α are linearized by the method of Newton. The linear system is solved using the Petukhov fourth-order finite-difference scheme [23] , generalized in order to solve an arbitrary number of coupled differential equations. The criterion of convergence of iterations was that the variations of each ion density at each point are below 10 −7 n e . After convergence, the densities of electric current delivered to the cathode by different ion species, J α = −Z α e(n α v α ) x=0 , α = 1, 2, 3, are calculated using equation (16) .
The initial approximation for the ion densities is chosen in accordance with the value of electron temperature T e . At low T e , the ionization degree is small, and the problem is reduced to a diffusion equation for singly-charged ions in a plasma with constant atom density (for the case when the electric current j is equal to zero):
An analytical solution to this equation subject to the above boundary conditions is
Here, and further, n α∞ (α = 1, 2, 3, e) is the density of species α under conditions of the ionization equilibrium. The distribution (18) , supplemented with zero densities of multiply-charged ions, gives a good initial approximation in conditions when the degree of ionization is not too high.
As initial approximations for successively higher T e values, solutions obtained for lower T e are used, with renormalization of the ion densities, in order to satisfy the boundary conditions on the plasma side at the new electron temperature.
Results and discussion
The calculations described in this work were performed for T h = 4 kK (a typical value of the surface temperature in a cathode spot of a high-current arc; see for example the compilation in [5] ) and T e varying in the range 10-50 kK. Calculations were performed for two values of the current density j : 0 and 10 8 A m −2 (the latter is a typical order of magnitude of current density in the cathode spot; see for example the compilation in [6] ). The obtained densities of species inside the layer of non-equilibrium ionization turned out to be nearly independent of j . Therefore, only the results corresponding to j = 10 8 A m −2 are presented below. In figure 2 the distributions of the number densities of species are shown for various values of the electron temperature. As expected, with the increase of T e the densities of species reach their equilibrium values closer to the cathode, which is due to the growth of the ionization rates with T e . It is also seen that even at high T e the dominating ion species near the cathode is Ar + . At greater distances Ar 2+ ions and, subsequently, Ar 3+ become dominating. Such a behaviour of the distributions is related to the abovementioned fact that the rate constant of ionization of Ar atoms substantially exceeds the rate constant of ionization of Ar + ions, which, in turn, exceeds substantially the rate constant of ionization of Ar 2+ ions. It is of interest to note that the major variation of the electron density occurs in the region in which the singlycharged ions dominate; in the region in which the density of the multiply-charged ions is comparable to, or exceeds, the density of singly-charged ions, n e does not change much. The reason of such a behaviour may be understood as follows. The electron density may be expressed in terms of the plasma pressure as n e = p kT e + kT h /ω (19) where ω is the degree of ionization, defined as the ratio of the local electron density to the local density of nuclei. In the region in which the presence of the multiply-charged ions becomes essential, ω is close to or exceeds unity. Since T e /T h 1 in the situation considered, the second term in the denominator on the right-hand side of (19) is much smaller than the first term and n e is, to a first approximation, constant.
Due to the fact that the processes of the first ionization, and of the second and third ionizations, are separated in space, it is natural to expect that the distribution of Ar + ions near the surface found by means of numerical calculations is similar to the distribution that can be obtained in the framework of the model taking into account only singly-charged ions. In particular, one can compare the value on the surface of the derivative of the density of the singly-charged ions, given by the numerical calculations, with the respective value obtained in the framework of the model taking into account only singly-charged ions. The latter value can be expressed analytically:
where n i∞ is the density of the singly-charged ions under ionization equilibrium calculated without regard of multiplycharged ions and d is the ionization length,
Here β = T e /T h , C 2 = C 2 (β, γ ) is the coefficient given by (14) of the work [17] , γ being the ratio of densities of the ions (20) are shown in the first and second lines, respectively. Indeed, the agreement between the two lines is good not only at low T e , but at high T e as well.
Also shown in the table are values of the ionization length given by (21) . One can see that these values conform to the characteristic lengths of the variation near the surface of distributions of Ar + ions shown in figure 2 , as expected. Figure 3 illustrates the relative importance of the different production and loss processes for Ar + ions at two T e values. The total local production rate used for the normalization is defined as ω + 1 = (k i0 n 0 + k r1 n 2 n e )n e . Note that in both the cases ω + 1 exceeds or is equal to the total local loss rate ω − 1 = (k i1 n 1 + k r0 n 1 n e )n e throughout the whole layer of the non-equilibrium ionization.
Consider, first, the case T e = 20 kK. Near the surface, the dominating effect is the ionization of the atoms. Far from the surface, the ionization of the atoms is balanced with the recombination of Ar + with electrons and the second ionization (ionization of Ar + ions) is balanced with the recombination of Ar 2+ ions with electrons, in accord to the principle of detailed balance. The balance between the second ionization and the recombination of Ar 2+ is attained at smaller distances than the balance between the ionization of the atoms and the recombination of Ar + , which is a consequence of the above-discussed inequality k r1 k r0 . It is of interest to note that while the density of Ar 2+ ions under equilibrium conditions is small (about 0.7% of the Ar + density), the rates of the second ionization and of the recombination of Ar 2+ ions exceed the rate of recombination of Ar + ions throughout the whole layer. (At distances exceeding approximately 50 µm, the rates of second ionization and of the recombination of Ar 2+ ions also exceed the rate of the first ionization, however the density of the Ar + ions in this region is already close to the equilibrium value.)
In the case T e = 40 kK, the ionization of the atoms continues to be the dominating effect near the surface. The rate of recombination of the Ar + ions is very small as compared to the production rate throughout the layer and is not visible on the graph, so the major loss process for Ar + is the second ionization. At distances exceeding approximately 50 µm, the ionization of the atoms is replaced as a major production mechanism by the recombination of Ar 2+ ions, however the density of the Ar + ions in this region is already very small. Note that the maximum of Ar + number density occurs at x ≈ 3 µm, i.e. in the region in which the second ionization just comes in the play. In figure 4 contributions of various ion species to the total density of ion current to the cathode, J i = α J α , are presented. Also shown are contributions of various ions species to the total ion space charge under conditions of ionization equilibrium. It is seen that even at high T e values, when the density of Ar + ions on the plasma side of the layer of non-equilibrium ionization is small, a contribution of these ions to the total density of ion current to the surface dominates. This is a consequence of the above-mentioned dominance of Ar + ions near the surface. The total density of the ion current to the surface given by the numerical calculations is shown in figure 5 . Also shown is the dependence obtained in the framework of the model taking into account only singly-charged ions,
One can see that the difference between the numerical and analytical results is relatively small (does not exceed about 18%). Again, this is a consequence of the dominance of Ar + ions near the surface. It follows from the above that the ion current to the surface is formed in a near-surface region in which the singlycharged ions are dominant and whose thickness is of the order of d. In the case of low T e , this region coincides with the whole layer of non-equilibrium ionization. In the case of high T e , this region represents a small part of the layer of non-equilibrium ionization, adjacent to the surface.
Note that d is below 10 µm for T e 20 kK. Since this scale is much smaller than characteristic scales of variation of the electron and heavy-particle temperatures (which are typically of the order of 10 2 µm or larger), the assumption of constant T e and T h used in the present work is justified.
The diffusion approximation used in this work is applicable in the above region if d is much greater than the mean free path for ion-atom collisions. This inequality is usually satisfied if T e is not too high. (For the atmosphericpressure argon plasma at T h = 4 kK, this inequality is satisfied if T e does not exceed approximately 25 kK.) At greater T e values, the multifluid approach is to be used instead of the diffusion approximation. An expression for the ion flux to the cathode in the multifluid approximation has been derived in [9] in the framework of the model with singly-charged ions only. On the basis of the results of the present work, one can expect that the above-mentioned expression [9] remains applicable also if the presence of the multiply-charged ions on the plasma side of the layer of nonequilibrium ionization is essential.
With the growth of the electron temperature, the ionization length also becomes less than the mean free path λ ee for electron-electron collisions (at about T e ∼ 35 kK). This means that the EEDF in the layer in which the ion current to the cathode is formed may deviate from Maxwellian. There exist two reasons for the disturbance of the EEDF in the layer. One is the escape of fast electrons (with energies ε e > eU D , where U D is the voltage drop in the space-charge sheath) from the plasma to the cathode. This effect leads to a deficit of fast electrons in the layer and, hence, to a decrease of the ionization rate constant k i0 (in comparison with that calculated on the basis of the Maxwellian EEDF). As typical values of eU D ∼ 20 eV [5] are noticeably greater than the atomic excitation potential E (0) , the decrease of k i0 due to this effect should not be large.
Another reason for the EEDF disturbance is related to electrons emitted from the cathode. These electrons are accelerated in the space-charge sheath and enter the ionization layer with energies substantially exceeding kT e . At d < λ ee the emitted electrons move through the ionization layer conserving their high energies. Correspondingly, their ionization efficiency essentially exceeds that of plasma electrons. The result is an increase of k i0 , and, hence, of J i , the extent of this increase depending on a relation between the densities of the emitted and plasma electrons. The quantitative analysis of this effect requires a special consideration.
Conclusions
The distributions of densities of atoms, electrons and singlyand multiply-charged ions in the near-cathode layer in an atmospheric-pressure argon arc plasma have been calculated for a wide range of electron temperature values and taking into account deviations from equilibrium ionization caused by diffusion of the charged particles to the cathode surface. It has been verified that these distributions, as well as the ion currents to the cathode, are rather insensitive to the variation of the electric current density.
The calculation results show that the dominating ion species in the near-surface region is Ar + in the whole of the electron temperature range considered. Correspondingly, the current of singly-charged ions gives the major contribution to the density J i of the total ion current to the cathode. Numerical values of J i agree, to the accuracy of about 18%, with an analytical expression obtained in the framework of the model that takes into account only singly-charged ions. The region near the surface in which the ion current is formed is thin (below 10 µm for T e 20 kK).
Thus, the ion current to the cathode may be calculated, to a first approximation, with account of only singly-charged ions. One can expect that this conclusion is not restricted only to atmospheric-pressure argon arcs, but is, instead, rather general. Indeed, this conclusion is a consequence of the dominance of singly-charged ions in the near-surface region, which, in turn, results from the fact that the rate constant of each subsequent ionization decreases, the latter being a general tendency rather than a specific property of argon.
